Abstract. GPR is a useful tool in non-destructive evaluation area. Time delay curve detection and target depth estimation are two key steps in GPR data processing procedure, as they can provide accurate target depth information, especially in multi-layer medium detection scenario. Traditional methods for time-delay curve are applicable to homogeneous medium and ideal environments. This paper presents a new time-delay curve extracting approximation hyperbola algorithm (TDC-AH) and target depth algorithm. By applying auto-detecting edge points criterion in detection scenario, an approximation hyperbola equation can be established and target depth can be estimated subsequently. Simulating experiment proves the proposed algorithm is suitable for multi-layer medium.
Introduction
GPR is now widely used in various application scenarios, while it ensures that researchers obtain quantitative and qualitative information in the media [1] . The quantitative information is obtained by full wave transposition, including electromagnetic property. Qualitative information can be extracted from GPR echo to estimate properties such as size, shape, permittivity ect. of subsurface target by using inverse scattering imaging algorithms. Gader et al. [2] describes a method of fuzzy logic, although giving steps based on mathematical modeling, instead of physical model. Hyperbolic fitting algorithm based on statistics cannot overcome the limitations of none physical modeling. Lei et al. analyzed the statistical feature of scattering data at time-delay curve and proposed a new windowed and weighted BP imaging algorithm [3] , and proposed a fast back projection imaging technique of targets located in two-layered medium [4] . In the detecting real field, the complexity in GPR imaging region increases the difficulty of hyperbola detection. It also increases the difficulty of time-delay curve estimation. Besides target response, GPR images include a lot of interference echo, noise interfere with instruments and interaction with waves. By effective pretreatment, we can remove some of noise, but there are some noise left [5] .
In this paper, a multi-layer time-delay curve extracting approximation hyperbola algorithm (TDC-AH) is presented. By analyzing electromagnetic wave propagating property, a method for approximation hyperbolic equation parameter estimation is presented and target depth estimating procedure is presented.
Theoretical Analysis

Standard Hyperbolic Equation
Firstly, we suppose physical representation of the hyperbolic parameters as Fig. 1 . In scenarios of targets embedded in single layer homogeneous medium, it's time-delay curve can be expressed in standard hyperbolic equations with vertical coordinates (Eq. 1):
where x is the position of the antenna on the cross-section, t expresses 2-way time delay of electromagnetic wave propagation, a is the coordinate of the hyperbolic peak on the t -axle as 0 x is the coordinate on the x -axle, b equals to the length of the asymptotic line to the hyperbolic peak when t a = . In cross-section located at any position of the antenna, the distance d equals:
where 0 z is the depth of the target object. So, time delay can be expressed as below
where v expresses the wave velocity in the medium. As From the above analysis, supposing the relative permittivity in multi-medium has known with GPR detecting scene, if it can ensure the coordinate of the peak on the t -axle, we can gain two parameters value a and b . At the same time, we can get the depth of the target object at the detection scene as 0 0 2 t v z = .
Multi-layered Time-Delay Curve Extracting Approximation Hyperbola Algorithm (TDC-AH)
Considering time-delay curve is off-standard hyperbola, this paper comes up with time-delay curve extracting algorithm in multi-layer medium. By applying 'auto-detecting edge points criterion in detection scene', we can estimate hyperbolic parameters a , b and the depth of subsurface objects. The processing procedure is shown as follow:
Step 1: Confirming the symmetric axis of time-delay curve and the parameter a .
As known, the symmetric axis of standard hyperbola is denoted as
When electromagnetic wave propagates through multi-layer medium, the variation of the wave velocity leads time-delay curve to horizontal offset. From GPR scatter echo data, we can detect and denote the symmetric axis denote as  as x -axle. We put points within the region as sampling points for the following steps in to be detected.
Step 3: Applying 'auto-detecting edge points criterion in detection scene' to get the optimum parameter b .
Criterion 1: the relative density of sampling points in the buffer region, express-ed as i rd , meet eq.5 as shown:
where 1 N is the number of points as min b and max b respectively. 2 N is the number of points in the buffer region. i is 1 or 2, correspond to the hyperbolic in half. In ideal conditions, the value of i rd should close to 100%. The smallest value means point value hardly not to meet the theoretical value of the data. If the value of i rd is great, it means there are clutters in the GPR data. Based on the neural network training to get an acceptable range of variation is 50% to 100% [5] .
Criterion 2: Making sure that the time-delay curve has a hyperbolic symmetry property.
To the standard hyperbola, φ = 1. The experimental results show that if the value is more than 0.6, the curve has symmetry property. Criterion 3: The absolute difference of the horizontal coordinates (or vertical coord-inate) of sampling points in the buffer region on x -axle (or t -axle) between the maximum and minimum(expressed as adx i and adt i ):
adx i compares with the data range tx i of the standard hyperbola:
Similarly, the result of the t-axle is:
If this value is close to 1, outline around the curve extracted is similar to a hyperbola. Because of electromagnetic attenuation when propagating through multi-layer medium, this factor can be accept as greater than 0.7 according to experience and observation data property.
If the certain b meets the three criterions above mentioned, we define the value of the parameter b as the optimum parameter.
Step 4: Calculating the depth of the target object within the symmetry hyperbola
Simulation Experiment
In this example, a 4-layer medium scene is shown, its relative permittivity is Next applying the multi-layered TDC-AH algorithm to deal with the preprocessing data, we can obtain the result as Fig.3 (c) and Fig.3 (d 
Conclusion
In this paper, a new time-delay curve extraction and target depth estimation method is presented. By analyzing standard hyperbolic equation definition, multi-layer TDC-AH algorithm is presented. Simulation experiment shows the new algorithm is highly efficient and the error rate is low. Simulating experiment proves the proposed algorithm is suitable for multi-layer medium. Future work will focus on combining multi-layer TDC-AH algorithm with imaging processing in GPR application.
